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rural district areas;1 Oxfordshire, Berkshire, and Oxford City have
no say whatever in one another's plans, though each of them will be
profoundly affected by the doings of the other two.
We should not exaggerate the difficulties which arise from these
arrangements. Many a system which does not seem theoretically
ideal can be worked satisfactorily in practice, given sufficient good-
will in the relations between the authorities.2 In other spheres than
that of planning there is some formal co-operation between Oxford
City and Oxfordshire, and between Oxfordshire and Berkshire.3
Further, there is much informal co-operation, such as the supply of
places for Oxfordshire children in Oxford City schools, the disposal
of some Bullingdon R.D.C. sewage by Oxford City, and the supply
of water by Oxford City to rural districts of Oxfordshire and Berk-
shire. Still, it can hardly be denied that the existing partition of the
territory between the different authorities does give rise to real
problems, for example in the sphere of police administration, and in
the supply of services to the new estates which Oxford is obliged to
plant outside the city boundaries.
Unfortunately, there is little agreement as to the right remedy. The
counties fear financial loss through further extension of the boun-
daries of Oxford City, and fear that new estates may be alleged
as a reason for expansion. It is unreasonable to expect the rural
district councils, whose areas are partly rural in character, to provide
such complete services as are provided by Oxford City. Many of
the inhabitants of these districts clearly do not require such services
as sewage disposal or street lighting; others are divided between
hope of increased services and fear of an increase in their rate poun-
dage. Some interests of the rural inhabitants, let us say their interest
in agricultural education, might well suffer if the rural areas were
annexed wholesale to Oxford City. The expansion of the city has
not been that of a continuous tide of houses lapping over its present
boundaries. Rural and urbanized areas are inextricably intermingled,
and there is a real and natural conflict of interest between the rural
and the urban populations.
There would seem to be two prima facie criteria of the area which
should be included in a city. The first would make the limits of city
1 But Berkshire has wisely grouped several of its rural districts together to form
fairly large regional planning areas.
z And this usually exists, in spite of a recent lawsuit between two of them, which was
adversely commented on by the judge.
3 Oxford County and Qty Joint Mental Hospital; Joint Town Planning Scheme;
Bucks, Oxon., and Reading Joint Mental Defectives Board; Berks., Bucks., and Oxon.
Joint Vagrancy Committee. The last of these also includes representatives of Oxford Gty.

